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[These procedures were advised by Sarah Sweeney & Drew Facklam in Northeastern 
University’s Digital Scholarship Group. For reference, refer to Legacy records & Project 
Work Summaries documentation to observe changes in processes & procedures since 
2020.] 
 
[These notes are the “raw” version of discussions with the DSG; these have been 
expanded, refined, and included in the back-end G-Drive documentation to create a 
complete Administrator’s Manual for future WPAs to use in managing NUWPArc 
following Kyle’s departure from the PM role.] 
 

 
 

DRS General Notes 
 After project launch, revisit metadata end of April/May, since a lot has changed in the DRS 
 We can have a more nuanced set of permissions 

 Collection being public impacts how we upload the files, so need to separate permissions for 
different document types in public records ingests 

 Separate out any student writing on back-end, so we can alert private permissions (for future) 
 Separate out file formats when sending batches (word doc, pdf, .txt) since they have different 

intentions as objects; we can associate related files and connect after 

 DRS considers PDF to be the preservation file format; redaction should carry over in the PDF 
that is generated – ingesting Word file will by default create a PDF 

 Feature in DRS called “sets” – shopping cart kind of option – DRS in top corner, drop down 
menu, can create new sets and manage old sets, can browse, and there are buttons to add 
individual files to sets, can search and add files to sets 



Creating Sets 

 Sets can have distributed permissions; a group can have edit permissions for the sets you create 
 Sets are dynamic and can change over time to add/remove to set; we can also make a collection 

record, zip them, and create one record that says this is a zip file for this collection, and that is 
an unchanging file that can’t be added to/edited – but if I want a static teaching tool or a file for 
another specific purpose, that is something the DRS can hand create 

 Put entry in spreadsheet with its own description or in a separate tab to describe in same 
columns, include a list of files that would go in that zip file 

 There is a limit to zip file size, under 2 gigabytes, test it by zipping on my computer by clicking 
compress and seeing what the size is 

 For batch uploads, we can submit files of any size; DRS can compress if needed and upload zip 
files of any size 

Changes to Ingest spreadsheet template 

Original 

 



Revised v.3 

 
 

 Standardized dates: no padding 
o Go YEAR/MONTH/DAY, most general to most specific, dashes are better than slashes – 

that would save a ton a post editing time; if no dates, leave blank in spreadsheet field 
o  Month and day are not required; month is required if you have a day 

 Title: sufficiently descriptive, but do I want the colon to truly be what is different between the 
title and subtitle – how am I using the colon every time? 

 Capitalization: standardize “Re” vs “re” – soft recommendation as opposed to dates 
  Do I want the file name visible in the record or not?  

o Do I want the .pdf there, or would I use that as a unique alphanumeric string that would 
identify that file? 

 Turn document types (genres/categories) into pluralizations 
 Author name format: reduce variability 

o Separate out first and middle name from last name, and salutations from all of those, so 
a name would have 3 diff fields, first and middle column, last name column, terms of 
address column (e.g., Ms. Jr. Sr. etc.) 

o Example: R.B. Gill – to imply R.B. is first and middle and Gill is last; separate fields 
o There are corporate names, so if we were re-writing metadata, this would be 

suggestions, not as much work as going through the dates 
 Columns for first middle, last, designation, and then a separate column for 

corporate names (depends on how many names there are) 
 Faster turnaround! 

 In content tags, eliminate overlap between tags and document types 
o  Genres – what it IS vs what it’s about 
o Document tag is genre, but content tag is not subject 
o Remove genre and replace what it is with what it’s about for content tags 

 Ex. Row 3, chart is in doc type, but all 3 can be present in genres; 100% 
necessary needs at least one content tag 



 We can apply a collection wide subject to make sure they all have subject; 
searching DRS wide makes collection more visible 

 We can have as many doc types as we want, but controlled list of subject tags 
 Think about it as an iterative process 

 Metadata practices have changed substantially 

Early on perspective was “no one wants to talk about structuring data in a useful way, so 
give it to DRS and we’ll figure it out” HOWEVER— NUWPArc focus is thinking about 
composing data structure from initial phases! Woo! Important for future PMs!!! 

Clarifications 
1. Each author needs their own set of fields. There technically isn’t a maximum, but I usually limit 

the creators to six names. 
2. Any audio or video files also need an associated image file to act as a thumbnail for it in order to 

be ingested into the DRS. For example, you can see in this collection, that all the files have the 
same initial image for the audio recordings. 

3. The file type doesn’t matter for ingest, so you can send them separately, if that’s how you 
already have it organized, or you can send it all together in one spreadsheet—just make sure the 
filename has an exact match in a column in your spreadsheet, including the file extension. The 
easiest way for us to access the files would be via a Google Drive/DropBox/Teams folder, 
sending them via email would have a lot of file size issues. 

4. If you want files deleted, because you have new versions of the files, let DRS know and send 
along a spreadsheet with the permanent URLs. 

5. We can add to existing metadata at a later date, BUT must meet to discuss how to best format 
spreadsheets to make sure that we have a valid match point to direct the overlay.   

7 to 10-day delay between sending spreadsheets and when changes are available in the DRS.  

Overlays 
 Creating new data in spreadsheets is where excel shines, but OpenRefine is powerful for doing 

massive changes for columns and generating new columns—so great for editing existing 
spreadsheet and facilitating changing it. 

 Doesn’t matter if the file name is descriptive in the spreadsheet– only thing that’s important is 
that it’s a match point in the drive. 

o Each row of the spreadsheet is a separate record; the file name column will generate 
the name of the XML record – the only thing that matters is the filename listed in the 
cell is an exact match. 

 File naming conventions are important, but if there’s not a reason to maintain them, that’s not 
going to affect DRS process 

o Don’t ever make a filename something that’s changeable – like genres! That list might 
change/expand, etc. so that would create a lot of work if genres get more granular (yep) 

 Filenames CHANGED to alphanumeric strings; more viable for genres 
o Don’t need to have that info in file name to do the same work twice 

What does this mean for overlays? 
 What matters for overlays is that there’s a match point 
 The DRS is going to change file names to match DRS’ alphanumeric strings 

https://nam12.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fhdl.handle.net%2F2047%2FD20394637&data=05%7C01%7Coddis.k%40northeastern.edu%7Cd741d54c267342f3aa7008db19b26773%7Ca8eec281aaa34daeac9b9a398b9215e7%7C0%7C0%7C638132026274808156%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=s5SgUcUCrRjF7cvW7w5RCvsIpl0JXMTifPqKDp1LhR4%3D&reserved=0


 Can export a manifest of collection– that has original filename with the PID (match point), so if 
adding metadata, take that info and expand upon that with new metadata 

 

Editing Existing Data or Adding Additional Data 

Adding Metadata 
 I would want to add additional metadata (like more tags), so just take the manifest and add the 

additional subjects, and that’s it!  
 Change column type to text in excel so I can remove the underscore in column c so it doesn't 

edit out the zeros – nothing wrong with having the underscore either 
 Needs the file extension in the filename, so if I take out the extension in the title, just add a 

column with the extension even if the filename is just the alphanumeric string 
 Same number with a different extension 

 

Existing Metadata Overlay 
 Overlaying existing metadata can get slightly more complicated.  
 Rules of having match point is the same, but if I do want to change existing metadata—say I 

want to change 30/500 titles, but I want to change all subjects in all 500– I can’t have a 
spreadsheet with 30 titles changed and the rest blank  

 I would need to include the rest with the original info and just the ones changed that I want 
changed — saves a lot of time, we’re talking hours vs days 

 After ingest, will send manifest that includes PIDs 
 
Avoid overthinking filenames! Advice: Just make it a string we know we never have to change again :)  

G-Drive Back-end 
 NUWPArc 2023 filenames are all alphanumeric strings beginning with NUWPArc and a string of 5 

numbers (e.g., NUWPArc00001) 
o That string is autogenerated in Smartsheet; I add the metadata to columns, then export 

the Smartsheet to a google doc or excel sheet 
o Smartsheet allows associating G-Drive files directly with lines in the sheet without 

affecting the G-Drive files so I can easily cross-reference files for tagging & sorting 

 



 To ensure exact matches, I organized all original files (that were titled with descriptive 
filenames) into the new administrative G-Drive, which is organized by document type into 
folders that contain the records titled with their new alphanumeric strings 

 


